ON THE COVER:
A graphic interpretation of the challenges of lesson design, a balancing act for educators.

Features

12 ACTFL Calls for Action on Gun Violence: Enough is Enough

14 Welcome Back to ACTFL! 2022 ACTFL Annual Convention and World Languages Expo

Focus Topic

18 Introduction: LESSON DESIGN
Sarah Lindstrom and Andrea Amado

23 Cognitive Engagement: Powerful Practices for Lesson Design and Instruction
Leah A. McKeeman

27 Cultural Learning + Language Proficiency: Create Synergy Through Effective Lesson Design
Laura Graebner Shepin

32 Making Learning Memorable
Donna Clementi and Laura Terrill

36 Core Practices, Core Design: Crafting Superior Lessons
Doug Crouse, Maria José Cabrera-Puche, and Lea Graner Kennedy

40 Cooking Up a Language Lesson as Complete and Complex as Making an Arepa
Omar Rachid

44 Differentiation of Instruction: Engaging, Empowering, and Elevating Learners
Nicole Bjarnason and Dina Pannone